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ABSTRACT: For this session devoted to the geotechnical aspects of underground construction in soft ground,
we received 10 papers from 7 countries.The deep excavation construction topic being very wide, contributions
appeared as not all matching with the subject and went to several directions, either theoretical or practical,
such as compensation grouting, _instrumentation, stability of deep shafts, etc. Nevertheless, all papers ,dealt
with theconsequences of openinglarge excavations in soft soils such as deflections of the retaining wall and
subsequent settlement of adjacent structures and heave of the excavation bottom with similar consequences.

1 INTRODUCTION

All papers have studied the consequences of 'opening
large excavations in soft soils :
- deflections of vertical retaining walls causing set
tlements of adjacent structures' I
- heave of the excavation bottom with incidences on

the surroundings
and most of the papers emphasize the importance of:
- comprehensive soil investigations C
- good theoretical analysis of problems at the designstage \
-'real-time measiuement of vertical & lateral move
ments of the- structures.

Those papers have also provided interesting infor
mation on associated subj ects such as:
- compensation grouting (London Jubilee Line)
- earth pressure exerted on a d-wall panel (Rouen,
France)
- secant-CFA pile wall (St Petersburg)
- prevention of heaving (London Knightsbridge; Ja
pan ; Pakistan)
- stability of a deep shaft (Texas, Super Collider)
- shallow cut and cover trench (Brisbane)
- settlements and instnunentation (Paris, Grand Pal
ais ; Moscow, Turkish Center)
Among the 10 papers submitted, 3 have been se
lected for oral presentation during the session : these
are papers (3) (Delattre et al), (4) (G.R Teetes et al)
and (5) (A.M Mc Namara et al).

2 COMMENTS ON THE SUBMITTED PAPERS

Paper (1) - Le Grand Palais - Paris, France

The authors describe the instrumentation system set
up dtuing underpinning works. The paper was writ
ten at an early stage of the rehabilitation works of an
old prestigious montunent. It proves the advantages
of the Cyclops theodolite system with real-time
measurements of movements. Already some interest
ing (expected) results were exhibited during the d
wall construction.

More interesting results from Cyclops measurements
will come when further stages of work will be in
progress (excavation behind d-wall ; j et-grouting )
which should give an opportunity to a more compre
hensive paper next year...

Paper (2) - Design and construction for Breakfast
Creek Tunnel, Inner City Bypass Project, Brisbane,
Australia

The paper describes a rather simple cut & cover con
struction... but :

- it shows how a good and comprehensive soil inves
tigation (cone penetrometer + vane test + pressure
meter) can provide reliable values of Eu and Cu,
thus allowing a reliable soil-structure interaction
analysis and a good prediction of the horizontal dia
phragm wall displacements.
- it is to be noted that the results of construction
monitoring (by ll inclinometers + standard survey)
fit remarkably with the estimates.



of shale failure and the subsequent drop in pore pressure) _
and warn against using simple computer models to
predict ground response.

Paper (5) --Use of heave reducing piles to control
ground movements around deep excavations

The authors describe an interesting study on the use
of piles at the excavation formation level to reduce
ground movements, based on both centrihige tests
and finite element analysis.
The results of the study are confirmed by field meas
urements with accuracy in the range of 25 to 50%.
This paper bringsreally something innovative, not in
the technique itself but in its understanding.
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Figure  Plan showing pile layout at Knightsbridge Crown
Court. - Paper (5).

Paper (6) - Study of the ground behaviour during
deep excavation of an Hydropower Project - Palci
stan

Here we have an interesting example of a 24m-deep
large excavation in fine-medium sands without lat
eral support (IV/ZH slopes with dewatering).
Some consistent results of heave measurements have

been obtained from 6 magnetic probe extensometers.
The prediction of heave by the Baladi analytical
method (published in 1968) matches (with approx
12% accuracy) with the measured values.

Paper (7) - Assessment of undergrotmd construction
and deep excavation influence on deformation of
structures constructed on unstable soils - St. Peters

burg, Russia

The paper is a kind of as-built report of sheet-piles
and CFA piles driving within a sensitive and dense
urban area. It relates more to how proper CFA piling

should proceed ( in the present example, CFA piling
is responsible for 50% of the total settlement ob_
served, whereas sheet-pile driving did not cause any
settlement).
Evolution of settlement vs time and stages of works.
The authors mention a finite element analysis which
predicted well the deflection of the sheet-pile wall
but failed ‘to predict the lateral displacement at toe
level which caused further settlements of the vicinity
buildings.
The conclusion is correct: more instrumentation and
more site trials before construction should have been
provided.
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Figure 4. Evolution of settlement vs time and stages of works 
Paper (7).
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Figure 5. Visualisation of heaving due to plastic flow - Paper
(8).



Figure 6. View of the construction site - Paper (9).

Paper (8) - Experimental studies for the prevention
of heaving

This paper complements what Kawasaki et al had al
ready published for IS Tokyo ’99 on the heaving in
side a cofferdam .installed insoft clays.
The basic principle is: since heaving is due to plastic
flow of soft clay, it is more efficient to restrain the
tlow than to increase resistance to the tlow.

Steel bars and / or strainer pipes (incl. with vacutun
ptunp, but in this latter case , caution to soil consoli
dation !) behind the retaining wall are very" effective.
The paper is one more paper on mathematical &
modelling approach of a rather well-tmderstood
problem (cf Terzaghi -Peck 1967)

Paper (9) - The construction of underground part of
the Turkish Trade Center, Moscow - Russia

One may say that this paper is interesting by show
ing what should not be done !
D-wall and anchors were installed without care (poor
quality of bentonite - extraction of soil material
when drilling tie-bacl§etc...).
It seems that the Plaxis analysis prior to construction
had shown excessive settlements to be expected...
then, why did the project proceed without modifica
tion ?~

Paper (10) - ILE Westminster Station - Protection
of Parliamentary Building with Compensation
Grouting - London, UK

Much has been already written on compensation
grouting, especially for the ILE project (including
many seminars devoted to Compensation Grouting).
However, the paper is interesting since it relates to
the most sensitive zone (Parliament Buildings & Big
Ben).
Results of C.G were as good as anticipated.
The paper shows a good agreement between predic
tion and observation as shown over a period of
nearly 3 years.

3 CONCLUSION

Although the subject of the session was probably too
wide, the papers received were all of high quality
and all authors paid a particular attention to protec
tive measures to avoid settlement and damage to sur
rounding structures: and this is surely the right ap
proach ! Thanks to more and more sophisticated
analytical 'studies (assuming a good knowledge of
soil characteristics), designers can now make excel
lent predictions. Obviously, there is a cost implica
tion: it is always difficult to convince an Owner to
spend a little more money in << more soil investiga
tion » and << more site tests » in order to better assess

the potential risks related to a deep excavation. How
to convince him that it is in fact a potential << saving
» for him to do so, compared to the dramatic impact
that could have an << tmforeseen » occurrence dur
ing the works, either on the site works or the sur
roundings ?
Then the question is: would the ctu-rent State of the
Art allow to reduce the usual safety factor consid
ered in designing deep excavations and retaining
structures? If yes, does this require to develop more
methodologies for assessing potential damages to
surroundings and have contingency plans fready to
implement protective measures on due time if neces
sary?

Table 1: Maximum settlements of the buildings through various construction steps

Building ` Max. set- Max. set- Max. settle- Max. set- Max. set- Max. al
No. (Brand tlement, after tlement upon ment upon ex- tlement upon tlement upon lowable
No.) construction excavating the cavating the 2“d excavating the excavating extra

of diaphragm lst anchors anchors level, 3” anchors the excava- settlements
Wall, mm level, mm mm level, mm tion up to de- as per the

sign elv., mm Moscow
norms, mm

1 (36) 14.3 15.3/25.6 25.8 36.2 _ 36.9 30.02 (24) 1.5 1.8/5.4 9.6 19.6 19.6 5.03 (19) 3.3 3.4/4.6 8.7 26.9 28.1 5.05 (6) 6.6 6.8/6,9 9.5 14.2 15.5 30



Paper (4) - Back analysis of  elliptical shaft for
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Figure l. Vertical movements of target on column “Nave South 2”, in function of time, with related work activities - Paper (1)
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Figure 2. Comparison of calculated and measmed displace
ments for a cross-section at Breakfast Creek Hotel- Paper (2).

Paper (3) - Measured pressure exerted by a fine soil
on a diaphragm-wall under construction for an un
derpass road structure in Rouen, France.

The authors describe the monitoring during a period
of 68 days of the earth pressure exerted on a ben
tonite trench, next on the wet concrete and then on
the hardening diaphragm-wall panel until excavation
of the ground. The cells provided good results,

showing that the total earth pressure exerted on the
bentonite trench was in good agreement with the hy
drostatic pressure of bentonite slurry.
Measured pressure of wet concrete was conforming
to the model proposed by Lings et al, assuming a
critical height of wet concrete being equal to 3,5 m
in the upper part of the d-wall. After the end of con
creting, earth pressure first continues to slightly in
crease and then decreases due to -pore dissipation and
concrete setting. Finally, before excavating, the
measmed earth pressure on the d-wall is lower than
the estimated earth pressure at rest (probably due to
conservative hypothesis on the ground characteris
tics). As a consequence, the design of the d-wall as
suming initial pressure of soil being equal to earth
pressure at rest is correct.

the Texas Superconducting Super Collider Project.

The paper focuses on the back analysis of an ellipti
cal shaft (approximately 9m x 18m in cross-section
and 58m deep ; changing to an ellipsoidal shaft from
that point to the bottom at a depth of 73m) using the
fmite difference nmnerical modeling approach (2D
finite difference code FLAC). For this exceptional
project (which recalls the Sangatte main access shaft
of the Channel Tunnel in the 80’s, also excavated in
chalk), the authors emphasize :
- the exceptional set of geotechnical field instrumen
tation

- the limits of the numerical model (it gave good pre
dictions of the displacements around the shaft but
could not capture the blocky, post-peak mechanism



A last subject relates to the approach of long-term
effects of deep and large excavations in soft soils.
Compared to the attempts to thoroughly study the
short-term' effects of such works, is there enough at
tention dedicated to -the long-term effects ? The
question deserves some thoughts and maybe further
technical sessions.. .
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